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Why study water flow?

Glacier Hydrology
Vatnafræði



Glacier rivers provide much of the water for:





Glacier run-off has unusual features such as:
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In the Alps and Norway, sub-glacial tunnels
drilled to get water for hydroelectric plants.
Need to know water flow at the bed.
Sudden drainage of glacier-dammed lakes or
of water stored within glaciers, jökulhlaup




Associated mudflows are also a risk. Becomes
more important as cities and roads move closer
and closer to out-flow planes and glaciers.

Water at bed affects sliding; till deformation,
sliding, surges …

Water routes

large diurnal variations
maximum flow occurs during summer
(when many rivers are dry)
storage of water

Where does the Water Go?

Why study (cont.)


Agriculture (Canadian prairies, central Asia)
Hydro-electrical power production
(Iceland, France, Switzerland, Norway).

 Water

at the surface of a
glacier, that either fell as rain or
melts there, can choose between
several different routes before
reaching the ocean.
 Below is a short summary of some
of these routes

Water routes

(1/3)

1. Water in the accumulation area can
percolate through the snow and firn down to
the ice layer.
 2. Water can flow on the surface, even all
the way to the glacier terminus.
 3.a A fraction flows through weins that form
at the intersection of grains (liquid due to
higher surface tension)
 3.b Most of the water drains to the bed
through moulins.
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(2/3)

4.a Water at the bed can flow in tunnels that
incise the ice, so-called R-tunnels. Eskers
(malarásar) commonly form in those.
4.b Water at the bed can flow in tunnels that
incise the bed, so-called N-tunnels.
4.c Water at the bed can flow as a thin sheet
of water (W-sheet). Unlikely to be stable.
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Water routes







(3/3)

4.d Water at the bed can flow as groundwater
in sediments under the ice.
4.e Water at the bed can flow in cavities,
which could be linked.
4.f Water at the bed can flow in a system of
broad and shallow canals, at the top of
sediments.

Water in Glaciers
Water can also accumulate in
sub-glacial lakes.
 Sub-glacial lakes sometimes drain in
catastrophic way as glacier outburst
floods, or jökulhlaup.


5. The water that emerges at the snout
flows to the sea as a glacier river.

Water pathways - schematic

Surface water
Some water flows in channels on the
surface, like rivers, and off to the sides
or the terminus
 Much disappears through cracks and
vertical passages, called moulin’s.


Surface water

Weins
Moulin

Tunnel

Moulin

Moulin

Form where a stream flows into a
crevasse
 If crevasse filled with water we have


Pw   w gh  i gh  Pi


Moulin do most often form in areas of
extension
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Moulin (II)

Water system at the BED

Melt-water on the
surface of Greenland
ice sheet.

Direct measurement difficult
During summer, glacier acts as a
reservoir (especially early summer)
 During winter moulin’s etc close



Photo: Braithwaite


Water pressure potential


The direction of water flow in and
under glaciers is controlled by the water
pressure potential f,

f  f0  p   w gz
f0
 p
 z


is a constant
is water pressure
is elevation

Breiðamerkur
jökull
Surface elevation and
bed topography.

Bed goes from
–300 m to 1807 m,
and surface elevation
ranges from
sea level to 2012 m.
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In spring there is a delay for reopening

Water pressure potential (II)
The water flow is perpendicular to the
surfaces of constant f.
 If we assume,


p  i g ( zs  z )

that is ice overburden pressure, we get

f  f0  i gzs  (  w  i ) gz

Breida (II)
Pressure potential and
direction of flow f
(perpendicular to surfaces
of constant p-potential).
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Steady flow in a tunnel


Tunnels

Size of a conduit determined by:


Melting, due to viscous dissipation and
friction against the walls.




Ice
deformation

And if water above 0°C the release of latent
heat
Water
pressure

Closure by overburden pressure
(if greater than water pressure)


Response time is slow, order of a week

melting
Water flux

Closure rate


Melt in steady state

Closure rate due to ice deformation
given by

dr
P
wc 
 rA 
dt
n

n



In steady state the size of the tunnel
must remain constant, that implies that
ice melted per unit length M is,

M  2r

dr
i
dt
n

P  pi  pw ,

pi  gz

TUNNELS


Large tunnels grow
since for increasing flux Q
the water pressure pw drops.



Large tunnels capture water
from small tunnels.
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n

Tunnels Q vs pw
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Water at the bed
Channels cut upward into the ice
 Röthlisberger -, or R-channels
 Channels in the bedrock
 Nye-, or N-channels
 Canals on soft bed, broad and shallow
If Q  pw , so stay small and
seperate


Water at the bed (I)



Water at the bed (II)


Cavities

Water at the bed (III)


Closure and melt rate same as for tunnels
 Assuming that the length l is much greater
than the height r, then the length is


tv 

Cavities
Find length by considering how long it
takes a particle to travel from A to B.

Cavities, length of

tv  t h

 l

ru
wc  wm

r
l
, th 
wc  wm
u

Channels
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Picture of a tunnel: R-channel
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G. Favre
Swiss film team
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